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Question #1: What is the cost of increased bandwidth under FIT?
Answer: FIT does not cover increased bandwidth as it is a service that is paid monthly.
Question #2: Do you have examples of furniture for PO-1 to PO-4?
Answer: Since there are many options based on your requirement please contact
dianne.juba@gsa.gov for private office typicals.
Question #3: How quickly after the IDIQ contract is awarded will agencies be able to place an
order utilizing this contract?
Answer: Within one week following award.
Question #4: Can you adjust the benching typical’s work surface height according to ergonomic
requirements? Are any of the FIT program’s work surfaces adjustable in height?
Answer: Yes. Electronic and counter-weighted adjustable height are both options on 30” deep
work surfaces.
Question #5: Why isn’t installation included?
Answer: Through FIT, customers lease equipment, or a capital asset. Because installation is a
service, not an asset, it cannot be leased.
Question #6: Is there a matrix that defines FIT versus agency costs?
Answer: Please contact dianne.juba@gsa.gov for the matrix explaining costs & role
responsibility.
Question #7: Does GSA assist in developing the furniture requirements? If so, how much detail
are the agencies required to provide upfront?
Answer: GSA Regional Workplace Executives and regional designers will assist. Based on
Design Intent Drawings, agencies must determine the quantity of each workstation size.
Question #8: Could you approximate the cost of a 6x8 cube?
Answer: he IDIQ’s 6x8 is estimated at $3,800, including task chair and accessories. This does
not include delivery and installation, which varies by location.
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Question #9: Is maintenance included when buying workstations?
Answer: Agencies will be responsible for future maintenance and reconfiguration costs.
Question #10: When furniture is selected, will there be a library of CAD blocks available for
project layout?
Answer: Yes. There will be a CAD or Revit library specific to each vendor for the workplace
furniture; see Functional Area 1.
Question #11: Are there options for other ergonomic accessories - keyboard trays, task lights,
etc.? Answer: Yes. Monitor arms are also included as options.
Question #12: Are sound masking systems included in FIT?
Answer: No, but many options are available on the GSA schedule and can be funded via FIT.
Question #13:

Does the contract allow for reasonable chair accommodations (i.e. specific chairs for those
with special needs?

Answer: Yes. The contract offers many ergonomic features on the task chair, for which there
will be a standard size (under 300 lbs) and heavy duty size (over 300 lbs).
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